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Wonder Questions in Physics
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;j If you throw a ball into the air how do
j»{     you know that it will come down again ?
y	Any object thrown into the air falls back
y	again because it is pulled to earth by the
H	force   of gravity.     Since   the  direction  in
II	which this force acts at any point is nearly
|J	toward the earth's center, any falling body
H	will   drop  vertically.     If  it  were   not  for
p	the force of gravity a ball thrown into the
L\	air would go flying off into space and never
j"j	come back again.
jj Do all falling bodies fall with the same
jj     rate of speed?
|"|  Heavy bodies seem to fall faster than light
{"I   ones, but that is because in their descent
III	they  are   less   impeded   by  the   air   than
light ones.    If we should exhaust the air
from   a  closed   tube,  place   a  coin   and  a
feather  in   one   end   and   then   invert  the
s.,i
I,,!
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This familiar action is the result of the
law of inertia. Inertia is the property
which causes any body to resist any
l"l tube, we would see the coin and the feather
{1 fall side by side until they reached the
P bottom. All freely-falling bodies have the
same rate of motion in a vacuum. But
when a feather and a coin are dropped in
air the coin reaches the ground first be-
cause it can push against the air more
effectively than can the feather.
i,,i	change    the    direction    or    amount    of
|"l	motion   when   it   is   moving.     A   person
Ij	standing in a moving street car continues
||	to move forward even though the car stops,
|"|	because inertia makes him do so.    That is
II	why he is liable to lose his balance when
iij	there is a sudden stop.   Also, if the car is
|;!	at rest and starts forward suddenly, the
si	standing  passenger  seems   to   be   thrown
i;|	backward.     The   reason   for  this   is   that
I'l	inertia makes him tend to stay where he is,
y	while the car moves forward under him. To
||	keep his balance he must push backward
f'f	with his feet.    Again, when the car goes
jjj	around a curve  it changes its  direction,
I'l	of motion, while the standing1 passenger
II	tends    to    keep    the    original    direction,
ij|	Therefore he seems to he thrown sidewise
III	against the car.
Why does rubbing the hands together
make them warmer?
Kubbing: any two substances together re-
jjf suits in friction, and friction produces heat.
Drivers   who    rub    their   hands   briskly
 I:
against their clothing in cold weather are	|,!j
applying the principle  of friction, though	M
they   may   not   recognize   it   as   a   law   of	|"f
physics.     Examples   of  the   production   of	l!|
heat through friction are numerous.    Be-	f»j
fore matches were invented people started	f'1
fires by rubbing hard pieces  of wood to-	jlj
gether, or flint and steel.   Car-wheel axles	f'-f
sometimes get so heated through friction	H
that the cars are set on fire.    Friction is	jj
1
II
I
denned   as   the   resistance   that   must   be	|»|
overcome    in    moving1   one    surface    over
another.
Is a perpetual motion machine a possi-
bility?
machine until he disproves the law of
conservation of energy. By this law we
mean that when energy is converted from
one form into another there is neither gain	\\
nor    loss   of   energy;   energy   cannot   be	H
created or destroyed. So long as  this law	ij
holds   good  no machine   will   ever be  in-	IJ
vented that will run continuously without	!"|
the help of some external force.    "While a	y
machine is in motion there is  friction to	I-j
overcome,   and   energy   must   be   used   to	H
will finally cease to operate.
Of what is steam made?	|;|
Steam is the  gaseous form of  water.    It l;1
is    colorless    and    invisible,    though    we   IJ
overcome this  fricton.    Unless  some  out-	I'l
out of the spout of a tea kettle. What
we actually see is the steam changed
back into small particles of liquid by
the cooler temperature of the air. The
visible cloud really begins an inch or so
from the spout. Everyone has noticed
that when water is boiling there are small
bubbles on the surface. These are bubbles
of steam, which have formed at the bottom
of the heated water and floated up to
the top.
Why can you not see around a corner?
Objects become visible to us when they
send back to the eye light received from
some luminous body. Light waves travel
in straight lines when passing through
a medium of uniform density, and because
the waves cannot turn around corners
we cannot see the objects around those
corners. For the same reason a shadow
is formed on a wall by a screen placed
between a lamp and the wall. As the
light waves from the lamp strike the
screen, some are reflected back to the eye
i;;;ii;;;;!s

